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5 Minutes Success Tracker 

 
 

 

 
 

 

What is PumpUp? 
 

We all have that one person on social media who spams your feed daily with 

posts about their 5 am runs or sweaty gym mirror selfies. Yes, it’s vaguely 

irritating — but if new research is anything to go by, they may actually be doing 

you a favour! 

Researchers from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology analysed the data 

of more than 1 million runners, using info from their fitness trackers and social 

media. What they discovered is that exercise is contagious on social 

media! Their calculations determined that for every km run by a friend, a 

person is encouraged to run an extra 300m, on average. Plus, for every 10 

minutes run by a friend, they run an extra three minutes. 

https://www.pumpup.com/#home
https://www.pumpup.com/#home
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It’s no surprise really, considering that an Instagram pic of a super fit friend is 

sometimes all that’s needed to get you off the couch and into the gym. 

PumpUp is a workout coach — minus the huge price tag and intimidating 

physique.  

 
 

How does it work? 
 

1. Determine your goal 

 

When users first log in, they answer a few simple questions: What’s your training 

goal (lose weight, be healthy, or gain muscle)? What’s your fitness level 

(beginner, intermediate, advanced)? How long do you want to work out? Which 

muscle groups do you want to work? 
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2. Design your own workouts! 

 

PumpUp then guides users through a quick warmup, followed by strength 

training and cardio exercises. You can choose from thousands of workouts 

created by other users — or design your own!  

 

You simply pop in your fitness level (beginner, intermediate or advanced), what 

body part you want to work and what equipment you have available. Then, 

PumpUp works its magic and makes you a custom workout based off what 

you’ve put in!  
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3. Video demo by professional trainers 

 

Oh, and don’t worry if you don’t know how to do a certain move — it’s all 

demonstrated by pros in easy-to-follow videos. Each timed move includes a 

brief explanation. 

 

For example, “Dumbbell Squat: A seated row variation with more biceps 

emphasis while still building back musculature”) plus tips on how to perform the 

move safely, which are backed by strength and conditioning coaches. 
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4. Track your progress for you! 

 

Once a workout is complete, the app displays an estimated caloric burn and 

suggested weight increases for subsequent, plateau-busting 

workouts. “PumpUp learns about the user and intelligently adapts their 

routine as they work out," says Phil Jacobson, PumpUp's founder. "We 

automatically make it harder or easier based on your performance so you’re 

always pushed forward and always see results.” 

 

Apps such as PumpUp are designed specifically for those who love talking about 

their workouts on social media and who also enjoy being inspired by the 

accomplishments of others. You can track your exercise with the app, and post 

photos with descriptions to share with your followers. 
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5. All-in-one, highly customisable fitness app 

 

There are a ton of fitness apps out there, but PumpUp is different in that it 

combines virtually all the most successful facets of other fitness apps — an 

extensive fitness library of over 500 exercises, instruction, customization, 

motivation, the ability to log workouts, and ways to progress rather than plateau 

— into one product. The major plus here is that the app isn’t 100 percent 

bodyweight, 100 percent running, or 100 percent free weights.  

 

It’s refreshing to use an app that can accommodate people’s home gyms with a 

wide variety of equipment — from barbells and kettlebells, to cable machines, 

to straight bodyweight. 
 

     
 
 

The basic PumpUp app is free and available on iOS. PumpUp Pro costs $4.99 

per month, $29.99 per year, and $49.99 for lifetime usage (30-Day FREE trial is 

available for all new sign-ups). 

Download PumpUp here! 

https://www.pumpup.com/#home

